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8th Semester Regular Back Examination  2015-16 

POWER PLANT ENGINEERING 

BRANCH(S): MECH 
Time: 3 Hours 

Max Marks: 70 

                                                    Q.CODE: W257 
Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any five from the rest. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. Steam tables and 

Mollier chart are allowed in the examination hall. 
  
Q1  Answer the following questions: (2 x 10) 

 a) Write down the four circuits used in thermal power plants.  
 b) What is the use of open feed water heater in thermal power plant?  

 c) What do you understand by reheat factor?  
 d) What do you mean by steam purity? And how it can be determined?  
 e) Why compounding is needed in steam turbines?  
 f) What do you mean by carry-over efficiency and write it’s significance.   

 g) How does air leakage is controlled in the condenser of a power plant?  
 h) What is balanced draught? What is its significance?  
 i) Represent a simple steam power cycle with a super critical boiler on a T-S plot.  
 j) What do you understand by supersaturated flow?  
    

Q2 a) A generating station has a maximum demand of 5000kW, and the daily load on 

the station is as follows: 

Load 

(MW) 

1000 1800 4000 1500 3700 4200 5000 2200 

Time 

(Hrs) 

11PM-

6AM 

6AM-

8AM 

8AM-

12 

Noon 

12PM-

1PM 

1PM-

5PM 

5PM-

7PM 

7PM-

9PM 

9PM-

11PM 

a) Draw the load curve. 

b)  Draw the load duration 

curve. 
c)  Select  the  size  and  number 

of generator units 

d) What  reserve  plant  would  be 

necessary? 

e)  Load factor. 
f)  Plant capacity factor 

 

(5) 

 b) With schematic layout describe one of mountings and one of accessories used in 

thermal power plant. 
 

     (5) 
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Q3 a) Draw a neat diagram and explain the working principle of a pressurized fluidized 

bed  combustion  system.  What  are  the  different  factors  that  influence  the 

combustion characteristics of coal in PFB combustor,  

 
 

(6) 
 b) A  fluidized  bed  combustion  system  having  an  output  of  35MW  at  80% 

efficiency when using a coal of heating of value 26MJ/kg with a sulphur content 
of 3.6% requires a particular limestone to be fed to it at a calcium-sulphur ratio 

of 3.0, so as to limit emissions of SO2 adequately. The limestone used contains 
85% CaCo3, determine the required flow rate of limestone 

 
(4) 

         

Q4  Air at 1MPa and 600
O
C enters a converging nozzle with a velocity of 150 m/sec. 

Determine the mass flow rate through the nozzle for a nozzle throat area of 50 

cm
2
 when the back pressure is (i) 0.7MPa and (ii) 0.4 MPa. Assume that the flow 

through the nozzle is steady, 1D and isentropic. You may use the following table 

for 1D, isentropic flow (for an ideal gas with γ=1.4)  (NB:-  * for throat and 
0
 for 

stagnation condition) 

M P/P
0
 ρ/ρ0

 T/T
0
 A/A* M* 

0.74 0.695 0.771 0.901 1.068 0.770 

0.76 0.682 0.761 0.896 1.057 0.788 

0.78 0.669 0.750 0.892 1.047 0.807 

0.80 0.656 0.740 0.887 1.038 0.825 

0.82 0.643 0.729 0.881 1.030 0.843 
 

(10) 
 

    
Q5 a) Mention the significance of Willian's line in throttle governing.  (3) 

 b) A  steam  turbine  is  to  operate  between  150bar,  600oC  and  0.1bar.  The  bucket 

velocity is limited to 300m/sec and the average nozzle efficiency is expected to 

be  95%,  except  for  a  two  row  Curtis  stage  for  which  it  will  be  90%.  Nozzle 

angles will be assumed as 15o for impulse stage and 25o for reaction stages. All 

stages operate close to the speed of maximum efficiency. Estimate the number of 

stages required for each of the following arrangements. 

a) all simple impulse stages 

b)  all 50% reaction stages  

 

c) a 2- row Curtis stage followed by simple 

impulse stages 

d)  a  2-row  Curtis  stage  followed  by  50% 

reaction stages 
 

     (7) 

Q6 a)  What is the need of makeup feed water treatment? Discuss various methods of 

feed water treatment techniques commonly used in modern power plants. 

     (5) 

 b)  Water  at  30oC  flows  into  a  cooling  tower  at  a  rate  of  1.15kg  per  kg  air.  Air 

enters the tower at the dbt of 20
o
C and a relative humidity of 60% and leaves it 

at a dbt of 280C and 90% relative humidity. Makeup water is supplied at 200C. 

determine  (a)  the  temperature  of  water  leaving  the  tower,  (b)  the  fraction  of 
water evaporated and (c) the approach and the range of the cooling tower 

       (5) 

Q7 a) Differentiate between BWR and PWR based power plants with schematic layout.   (8) 
 b) Write down the materials used for construction of Moderator, reflector, thermal 

shielding and control rod.   
       (2) 
          

Q8  Write short notes  (2.5×4) 
 a) Waste disposal and Safety of Nuclear power plant  
 b) 50% Reaction turbine  
 c) Natural Draught  Vs. Mechanical Draught cooling tower  

 d) Types of tariff  
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